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l P ~ 0 C E E D I N G S 

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The meeting· will please come to. 

3 order. 

e 4 The subject of this morning's meeting is discussion 

lt:l 
'<fl 

5 and possible vote on revised licensing procedures, proposed 
Cf,) 
<:'! 

~ 
lt:l 

6 rule change to Part 2, and we ha,1e had proposed papers from 
..... 
<:'! 
Q 7' <:'! ._, the respective authors, and Mr. Cotter, I believe, is going to 
'<fl 
<:'! 
Q 8 Q 
<:'! 

walk us through the documents. 

0 
i:i 9 MR. COTTER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
z 
0 s 10 This proposal relates to amendments governing the 
z .... 
::c 11 en. 
< 

discovery practice at the· Connnission, and those amendments may. 
::: 
tS 12 z 

be generally divided into-two subject matters; one. dealing with 
.... 
i:l 

. ...;i 13 

-~ 
the authority of the presiding· officer at hearings to control 

en 14 = r..l· 
and otherwise·. ·manage discovery in the interest of expediting 

·~ 

= 0 15 ll. the proceediI1g· 
r..l = 
== 

16 The second general portion relates specifically to 
c:t.i 

~ 17 r..l 
the discovery practice in the use of interrogatories. 

r..l = 
.~ 18 With respect to the amendments as a whole, as you 

::c 
~ 
I:'-· 19 Q 

know, and as this paper outlines, there have been two proposed 
Q 
Cf,) 

20 rulernakings published;_ one in March of 1981 and one in LTune of 

21 · 1981, which address the general subject of discovery, and there· 

e 22 

23 

have. been extensive connnents in response to .. those proposed 

rulemakings, and I won't go through and repeat ali the summary 

24. ·.of the. cmnment response. 

25 With respect to that portion of these discovery rule 
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1 amendments pertaining to the authority of the presiding officers 

2 to manage discovery affirmatively, the proposal has two elements: 

3 One is to make it explicit in the regulations that 

e 4 the presiding officers do have affirmative authority to manage 

u:I 5 
""' 

discovery in the·interest of expediting the proceeding. 
Ci:) 
C't 
..,;. 

6 u:I 
u:I 

And the second is an affirmative statement of the 
.-. 
C't 
Q 7 C't ._, presiding officer's. authority to impose sanctions in the event 

""' C't -o 8 Q 
C't 

that the discovery rules are not complied with, or are otherwise 

rJ 
~ 9 violated by the parties to the proceeding. 
:i 
-~ 
0 10 C:OMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you have in mind-what 
~ 
::r: 11 Ill 

~ 
sanctions those might be? 

r:5 12 z : MR. COTTER: There are two or three· typical kinds. 
.... 
Q 
..;i 

-~ 
13 One would be that in the event of a violation of discovery or 

Ill 14, ~-
r:.l-

refusal to comply with. the discovery orde:r, the designated facts 
. e.. 

i:::. 
0 15 ~ 

may be taken as established by the party which is seeking the 
r:.l 
~ 

::: 16 sanction, and against the party which has committed the violation. 
00 

-E-< 17 r:.l 
A second one typically used would be to bar a party 

r:.l 
~ 

-Fn .18 from opposing some element that is in dispute· in the proceeding, 
::r: e.. 
I:'- 19 Q or from intro<(iucing designated evidence that might controvert 
Q 
Ci:) 

20 the element that --

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: And you would see those as 

22 sanctions the Board would take if- the-interrogatory was not 

23 .certified? 

24 MR. COTTER: No, I wouldn't, off the top of my head, 

25 expect-that in-the case ariinterrogatory was not certified, but 

-ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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it· is ce·rtainly an available possibility.· 
\ 

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, I understand. Lwas speak 

3 ing specifically to the issue of certification where, as I 

---~-~~ 4. ----underst.and, in this rule change that's what sanct.;i.on::is brought 

It:) 5 
"" 

in_:.· . 
Ci:l 
C'il 
..,j. 6 It:) 
It:) 

.MR. COTTER: Certification is only one area in 
,... 
C'il 
0 7 =" ....,,. __ _which sanctions could be imposed for refusal to comply with.- the 

"" Coil 
0 8 0 
Coil 

qiscovery rules of the Commission. 
.0 
Q 9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, I understand that. I'm 
:i. o· 

. ~ .- ~ ~ -~. _l 0 talkfiig about specifically in your proposed rule change, at 

-= 11 en 

~ 
least it seems the sanction discussion is linked to the 

t:5 12. z .· certification, as far as asking wha-t sanctions did you have in -c::l 
,.;j 

13 

-~ 
rnind.wi.th respect·to the rule chanqe. 

en 
14 = r.:l. MR. COTTER: ·Those sanctions, two which I just 

~ 
0 15 ll.. .mentioned, and a third, which would be either barring a. party 
r.:l 

= 
::: 16 or thei.r attorney from the proceeding, are certainly possible 
rl5 

~ 17 r.:l sanctions.for failing to comply with ·-the certification require-
r.:l 

= &; 18 ment.. B.ut I would not expect them to be applied except in 

= E--
t- 19 0 

. . 
situations where following._ a failure to certify a discovery 

0 
Ci:l 

20 request, the party had been directed to do so, and had refused. 

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So what would you see as the 

22 - · sanction for.· failure to certify? 

23 MR. COTTER: Well, there's an.affirmative sanction 

e 24 and a negative sanction. The negative sanction is that the 

25 failure to certify the discovery request means that it. can be 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 



simply ignored, and so it's _of.no effect. I would categorize 

2 · that as a negative sanction~ and I would expect that that would b 

3· perhaps the most frequent that you would run into. 

- 4 COM.MISSIONER AHEARNE: But don't you already say 

io· 

~ 
5 that if it's not certified, it doesn't have to be followed? 

C'1 
...;. 

6 IO 
io· 

MR. , COTTER:. Yes. 
...... 
C'1 
Q 7 C'1 ..._ COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:. So that's not part of the sanct' on. 

""' C'1 
Q 8 Q 
C'1 

·MR. COTTER: You're talking about an affirmative 
0 
Q 9· sanction - imposed by a presiding offi.cer. -
z 
0 

~ 10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The sanction you have.put 
z ... 
= 11 r:n 
< 
==-

in says if a disc::overy action is not certified, or if a. 

d 12 z certification is made in violation. of this subsection, the· ... 
Q 
..:I 13 

-~ 
presiding officer -- and then,_ where appropriate shall impose 

r:n· 
14 -= r.:l upon the person an appropriate sanction. 

' t; 
0 15 ~ 
r.:l 

-I was trying-to understand what that sanction would 

= 
::: 16 be.. So far I don't fihd any. 
rJ.i 

E-4' 17 r.:l MR. B.ffiC:KWI'):''f In the typical situation where he 
r.:l 

~ 18 fails to certify, you would tell him to certify and warn him 

= E-< 
t- - 19· 
Q and reprimand him for not having certified.· Then put that 
Q 
Cl:> 

20 together with other violations to compose a more forceful sanctio 

21 in the future. 

22 .e 
23 

COM.MISSIONER AHEARNE: By that reprimand, you mean 

he '·s beeri -a bad guy or a bad woman,- et cetera? 

24 e ·MR~ BIC!<WIT: · That's right. 

25 COMMISSIONER GIT .. IHSKY: ·Bad woman. I like that. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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(Laughter. ) 

COM.MISSIONER AHEARNE: But that's the statement? 

MR. BICKWIT: I think.that would be the typical 

sanction for failure to certify in the first instance. If he 

fails to certify the second time, you'd say, "Look, that's too· 

much." 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I: gather by the way lawyers 

normally w+ite to each other, that intemperate language is 

normally common,. but that· kind of chastisement would not 

necessarily be very severe; is that correct? 

MR. BICKWIT': It's not just a lawyer writing to a 

la~yyer. It's a judge saying,. 1'This is a sanction." 

.MR. SHAPAR:. Of course, one has to remember that 

the 9ne asking.for dis.covery wants something, and if he doesn't 

certify,. he doesn't get it. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yeah, I know, but it already say 

if:,_; it's not certified, it doesn't have to be answered. I'm 

trying to figure out what the sanction is. 

MR. SHAPAR: Reprimand censure. 

MR. BICKWIT: I think the first time he fails to 

certify, you wouldn't want.to go beyond that.as a sanction. 

The second time he fails, you.might want to~ 

COMMISS!ONER AHEAP..NE: My understanding is, at least 

·rn the federal court system, one of the things that happens 

when you don't do what you're supposed to do, is they make the 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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lawyer pay for.it. 

·MR. COTTER: That's correct. And as originally 

proposed, I did put that in there.and was caught up. We do not 

have the ·authority, which has to be contained by· statute. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I see. 

MR. SHAPAR: Would you like us to relegislate?· 

(Laughter. ) 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: "No, I think you're busy enough~ 

MR. COTTER: The ultimate answer to your question is 

that failure to certify, if not corrected, and if the failure 

continues. after· they have been directed to certify, can then 

result, if appropriate and the operati.ve words · are . "if · 

appropriate.'·' -- in the sanctions that. I started to describe 

earlier. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORn: Maybe I missed something, but 

·is there the slightest likelihood of this? ·why wouldn't.the 

parties certify? 

MR. COTTER: I think the likelihood is very slim. 

COMMISSIONER BRl\DFORDi The more serious question is 

what h·appens if they certify falsely. But I should think 

fai.lure to· certify would. at most be an oversight and would be 

corrected. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I would think so. 

MR .. SHAPAR: In most cases: not necessarily in all. 

MR. BICK.WIT: But even in those cases where there 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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1 was some sinister intent at work, I suppose they would still 

2 certify on demand or else they wouldn't have an effective 

3, interrogatory. Are you thinking they might withdraw it at that 

e 4 point? 

IQ 

""' 
5 MR. SHAPAR: I'm thinking they might test the rule. 

Cl:) 
C'il ..;. . 

6 IQ 
IQ 

They might just be particularly obdurate. We've had examples 
....... 
C'il 
0 7 C'il ,_, of this in the past. 

""' C'il 
0 8 0 
C'il 

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I wonder if we could back 

0 
Q 9 out of this .rabbit hole. 
:i 
0 s 10 (Laughter. } 
z .... 
= 11 rn 
< 

MR.- SHAPAR:· Full bore. 

==· 
r.S 12 z· COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: We've already gone down a 
.... 
0 
~ 13' 

-~ 
couple of sweeping changes.we made earlier this year. 

rn 14, = r.:l 
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:· Tony, there is a fair question:. 

ti 
0 15· p,. What do you see a:s:_ the benefit of this proposal,_ this 
r.:l =· 
== 

16 particular feature of the proposal? 
crl 
E-i' 17 r.:l MR. COTTER: The ability of the presiding officer 
r.:l = 
~ 18 to impose a sanction for failure to certify. 

= ~ 
t- 19 0 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Why do you view 
0 
Cl:) 

20 certification as the important feature of this? 

21 MR.· COTTER: It' s the certi f ica ti on requirernen t • · 

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The.certification itself. 

e 
23 · MR. COTTER: It imposes an affirmative obligation 

24 e on the parties to the proceeding at the outset not to abuse 

25 the discovery process. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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MR. SHAPAR:· The more gullible and naive lawyer will 

think it means something. 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: It's the other lawyers that 

I'm worried about. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: It's the gullible and naive 

Commissioners that concern me. 

CHAIRJ11AN PALI.ADINO: I would be very careful on what 
,. 

I certified,., but then I'm not a lawyer. But lawy.ers would be 

equally careful. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Actually, then, there is a 

point hidden in that one, which is.the husiness of certifying 

that something- is· not unduly burdensome is tricky, because you 

don't real.ly know what the burden on the recipient is going to 

be. 

You can argue that the burden, whatever it is, ·isn't 

undue because your question is so important, but the fact is --

- MR. COTTER: In that vein, it addresses the element 

of where. you nave done something a number of times. You have 

built up an ·expertise in it, and where you have conducted 

- discovery in these kinds of proceedings for a number of times, 

·you have a file.probably about three or four inches thick of_ 

standard questions that you can simply take out, Xerox, change 

the heading and send it in, and this certification makes it a 

lot more difficult to do that. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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MR. SHAPAR: I might also add this doesn't come 

2 full .. blown out of somebody's mind here at the NRC. It .represents 

3 a proposal by the august body, the· Committee of the Judicial 

- 4: Conference of the United States, based on a wealth of experience 

11:r 

""' 
5 and a wide-variety of proceedings. 

Cl:) 
C"I 

~ 6 
It:) 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, but were they speaking 
..... 
C"I 
0 7 C"I to federal courts or our kinds of courts? ....., 

""' C"I 
0 8 0 
C"I 

MR. SHAPAR: They were speaking to federal courts. 

d 
ci 9 COMMISSIONERAHEARNE: Where they can put on the 
z 
0 
~ 10' 
~ 

sanctions pay. 
~ 
= 11 Ill 
< 

MR. SHAPAR: Sure. But I don't think that's enough 

== 
r;j 12 z of a di:stinction to illustrate a big chasm between the two -i::l 
...;i 13 

-~ 
processes. 

Ill 14 = r..l 
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I notice our -- t guess the 

~ 
0 15 i:i.. excitement of the hearing was too much for the television men. 
r..l 

= 
::: 16 (Laughter.} 
00 
E-<" 17 r..l COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: · They made clear at the· outset 
r..l 

= ~ 18 that they were seeking file footage, and I think that's exactly. 

= ~ r- 19 0 what they got. 
0 
Cl:) 

20 (Laughter.} 

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: They already took five minutes 

22 . worth of film, and they can't show more than about 30 seconds. 

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARHE: . Particularly of this subject. 

24 (Laughter.} 

25 · CH2URMAN PALLADI:NO: Do you have more questions on thi , 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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1 or do you want to g:o on? 

2 All right, why don't we go on. 

3 MR. COTTER: · The first category I just discussed was 

4 the affirmative authority placed explicitly on the presiding 

5 officer to manage discovery in the particular case. 

6 The second general category is more narrow, and 

7 that is the amendment of the rules addressing the use of 

8 interrogatories, and that· essentially -- this proposal has two 

9 elements to it: 

10 The first is to.establish in the rules the general 

l1 principal relating to the use of interrogatories where they 

12 address mixed questions of fact and law, and the purpose .of 

13 putting that in here, in my mind, is twofold: 

One, to make clear what in fact has been the practice · 

15 of the Commissioz:i, which is to follow the. practice in the federal 

16 courts, as stated in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and 

17 then tested through a variety of cases under those rules. 

18 That e.stablishe.s the context for the second portion 

19 of the proposed amendment respecting interrogatories,Wi.ich is 

20 to limit the use Of interrogatories against the Staff to make 

21 it explici.t that the Staff should not be required to perform 

22 additional work in response to interrogatories. 

23 I should give credit where· credit is due. That 

24 proposal and the introductory la~guage to ·it were conceived and 

25 crafted by the Office of the Executive Legal Director. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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MR. SIIAPAR: As a fall-back position. 

MR. COTTER: I think that essentially is an outline 

of the proposal. 

CHAIRMAN. PALLADINO: we. are only dealing on the one 

that you prepared and not the. other one that came in? 

MR. COTTER: No, both • 

. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What was the other one? 

CHAIRMAN ·PALLADINO: On express mail .• 

·MR'. BICKt"lIT: We weren't intending you to deal with 

that one. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You weren 1·t intending for us to 

deal with that today. Okay •. 

Questions? John? 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: First, Tony, I gather that in 

looking through here, . :-. the· sections you ha"l1e underlined don't 

·necessarily indicate all the changes. 

MR. COTTER: The section in the back showing the new 

language is supposed to show all the changes. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It may just be minor other 

changes, but when I checked with the current version of the 

book that I have, at least, I only found in just doing a sample 

check on page 22 at the top where you are making the -~ talking 

about the changes in 2.740(b), you have added the phrase the 

third line down "other member or officer." 

So I wasn't sure how many other places there were. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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MR. COTTER: That's the only one· I know of, . and I 

2 think I was doing that in the course of conforming it to the 

3 languagE: ·at present~. 

e 4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: My first question is how many 

11:1 . 5 
""' 

other changes might there be • 
Ci:l 
C'<I 
..Jo. 6· 11:1 
11:1 

MR. COTTER: None that I know of. 
,.... 
C'<I 
0 7 C'<I ....., .. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, then I find on. page· 18 

""' C'<I 
0 8 0 
C'<I 

in Section Civl -- at least my book doesn't have any .740(b) (c). 

0 
~ 9 MR. BICKWIT: I think that's an error. It's a .740B 

~ 
E-< 10 c= without parentheses~. 
~ = 11 Cl.l 
< 
== . 

MR. COTTER: No,. there is a new section (c) , isn't 

r5 12 z there? 
.... 
i:i 

-~ 
13 . MR. BicmvIT :. Yes , but I think what's meant there is 

Cl.l 
14-= lii;1 

.740B without parentheses and then Cc) in parentheses, and that 

s 
0 15 p. is the new section. 
lii;1 

= 
== 

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: All I'm pointing out is •there 
a:i 

e-:- 17 lii;1 are a few places where· i.t wasn't clear what was addressed •. 
lii;1 

= ~ 18 So youtre saying this is a~- 2.740, no paren B, section (c)? 
= E-< 
too 19 0 MR. BICKWIT: That's right, and that section is on 
0 
Ci:l 

20 page 21. 

21 MR. COTTER: That's my favorite section .740B(c). 

22 MR. BICKtUT: On 22. 

23 CO.MMISSIONER. AHEARNE: Now if you have if I could 

24 address -- you say that at the top of page 4 in your introductory 

25 section; '':The rule adds elements in. the discovery process of 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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1 affirmative responsibility to eliminate that which is unduly 

2 burdensome or expensive." 

3 Expensive, meaning? 

e 4 MR. COTTER: That the cost of responding to the 

11' 5 
""' 

request exceeds the value of the response. 
Cl'!) 
C"I 

"" 6 11' 
11' 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It's a dollar value? 

--C"I 
0 7 C"I MR. COTTE.R: Yes. _. 

""' C"I ·o 8 0 
C"I 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: How is that supposed to be 

0 
i:i. 9 judged? 

~ 
E-< 10 0 

MR. COTTER: There is some case law on it that I 
~ = l1 CIJ 

~ 
can't recite to·you, but the combination is unduly and expensive. 

r:5 12. z I presume. the presiding officers- would refer to that kind of ... 
Q 

. ..;i 

-~ 
13 case law. 

CIJ 14: ~ 
"1:l 

COM.MISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you expect that to be used 

~ 
0 15 ~ of ten? 
"1:l 
~ 

== 
16 MR. COTTER: I have no way of responding to it. No, 

aj 

~ 17 "1:l I would not, generally.· 
"1:l 
~ 
fjj 18 MR .. SHAPAR: I think maybe the intervenors with 
= E--1 
~ 19 0 

the least resources might resort· to that. 
0 
Cl'!) 

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You mean as a --

21 MR. SHAPAR: Yeah. 

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I was having difficulty 

23 understanding the difference between burdensome and expensive. 

24 MR~ SHAPAR.: What is unduly burdensome to the 

25 Commission Staff is not necessarily unduly expens'i ve. The 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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16 

1 considerations may be the availability of the Staff to respond 

2 to it. But what the Staff would find unduly burdensome because 

3 of limited resources could be both unduly burdensome and 

e 4 primarily unduly expensive for an intervenor with more limited 

11' 

~ 
5 resources. 

C'I 

~ 6 
11' 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: On page 11, you were using 
,..... 
C'I 
0 7 C'I ._, this -- and I gather this becomes a fundamental support for one 

"" C'I 
0 8 0 
C'I 

of your proposals -- a district court rule. 

0 
cj 9 MR. COTTER: Yes. 
:i 
0 
E-< 10 ~ COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: And since I find myself 
z .... 
::r: 11 r:J:J 
~ 

substantially in disagreement with this statement because I 

== c5 12 z think it is greatly open-ended, namely the practical test is 
.... 
Q 
..;l 13 

-~ 
the questions .. would an answer serve any subs.tantial purpose • 

r:J:J 
14 = r"l 

That seems to be so extremely subjective, and also probably 

~ 
0 15 p.. 
r"l 

not really able to be answered until you see the answer, to 

= 
== 

16 have wondere.d whether there· was any extensive further court 
a:i 

~ 17 r"l decisions going up. farther where that issue had been argued 
r"l = 
~ 18 out. 
::r: 
E-< 
t- 19 0 MR. COTTER: I think this is a standard reference 
0 
C':I 

20 and it has been used as a standard in a number of cases since. 

21 I could give you chapter and verse on it, but I don't have it now 

22 MR. SHAPAR: It's not really the· court, if you 

23 look at it carefully it's the expert's side, it's J.W. Moore, 

24 who is recognized as the greatest authority in the United States. 

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Why don't we bring him in? 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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e 
IO 
'<!' 
C'.) 
C"I 

l 
IO ..... 
C"I 
Q 
C"I ._ 
'<!'' 
C"I' 
Q 
Q 
C"I 

c.i 
~ 

:i 
0 

~ 
z --::c 
rn 

~ 
r:5 ·z -Cl 
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MR. SHAPAR: .This court just. happ:ened to cite him, 

2 but any other court could cite him and frequently does. 

3 He's· from Yale Law School •. 

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: This causes you no concern? 

5 MR •. SHAPAR: He taught me procedure, so I buy this 

-6 quote. 

7 COHMISSIONERBRADFORD: No showing off. 

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That's a non sequitur. 

9' COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Did· you pass that one? 

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That doesn't follow, because 

11 he taught you procedure, you accept his position.-

12 MR.SHAPAR: No, because of. his reputation. 

13 . COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: My problem is when you. say 

14- would. an answer serve a: substantial purpose, -obviously anybody 

15 is going to argue they're asking the question because it's going 

16 to serve a substantial purpose,. and it doesn't seem to me that's 

17 any kind of test that you can apply to discard any answer. 

18 In fact, it seems to be a test to: :almost any 

19 question. 

20 (Commissioner Gilinsky left at 10:25 a.m.) 

21 MR. SHAPAR: . But it has to be ruled on. 

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, but later on a proposal 

. 23 goes on to say that challenges can be deferred. 

24 MR. BICKWIT: What you·• re asking in essence is for 

25 the adjudicator to make a judgment about whether he sees the 
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discovery going anywhere. If he does, he lets it .go. 

2 •cOMMISSIONER. AHEARNE: It says on page.22, which 

3 Tony says is his favorite section 

4. MR •. COTTER: . No I • 7 40B ( c) • 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It says, "An interrqgatory 

otherwise proper is, not necessarily objectionable merely because 

an answer to the interrogatory involves an opinion. However, 

the presiding officer may order that such an interrogatory need 

not be answered until after designated discovery has been 

completed." 

MR. COTTER: If you' 11 excuse me, I think that's a 

non sequitur. The fact that the presiding officer can interrupt 

the interrogatory process and direct some other approach be 

taken has nothing_ to do· with whether or not answering the 

interrogatory would serve a substantial purpose. 

== 
16 COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: But your conclusion is that 

rn 
~ 17 this is not going to lead to postponing the day .of reckoning 
""1 
Cl:: 
Fil 18 on whether that was a proper issue to be raised? 
::r.: 
E--

end ~ 19 
Q 
C<:I 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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. 2 saying. 

3 

4 

MR. COTTER: I'm not sure I understand what you"re 

MR. SHAPAR: I didn't either. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; Where I thought we were 

5coming o~t priginally is that you cannot challenge the staff 

6 and ask them about thei.r matters of opinion. And at least I 

7 see underlined here. the idea that yes, you can ask them 

8 about matters of opinion, i~ that not correct? 

9 MR~ COTTER: That's correct. But I don't 

10 understand your probl"em. 

11 

12 

COH~ISSIONER AHEARNE: You can ask them. 

MR. COTTER: You can ask them about matters of 

13opinion on which they have done some work to form an opinio~. 

14 ~R. SHAPAR~ In other words, do you have an 

15 opinion,, staff? The staff says yes.. The next question is 

16 wha:t is it~ and the staff would answer in· accordance with_ 

17 this rule. 

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; But I think one of the items 

19 we had concern about, our concern was expressed about, was 

20probing the thought process. This does not suggest that you 

21 can probe the thought process. 

22 MR. SHAPAR: That was a very inexact way of 

~describing, a general result that we wa~ted. In a sense they 

24can prob~ th• staff's mental processes to the extent the 

25 staff has already done the work and reached the conclusion 
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· 1 and has ·a conclusion. 

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Good. I would have thought 

3when you asked for an opiriion you're askin~ fbr more th~n 

4 the conclusion, is that not true? 

5 MR. SHAPAR~ The rule says you can also ask for 

I 6 the analytical methods that the staff used to reach its 

7 conclusion, but you could not ask under the rule well, why 

.. 8 didn • t you do it a different way. 

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I gather this is now taking 

10 l(inguage out of ·one of the Federal Rules of Practice. 

MR•- COTTER:- How· has that been interpreted in the 

12 courts? Or let me ask a more direct question. What 

13 diffe~~nce do you expect this would make, the presence of 

14 this in our rules, what difference do you see that making in 

15 our proceedings?-

16 MR. COTTER: It affirmatively put~ in the rule 

17 what had only been previously adverted to in the appendices 

18 described in the application for operation of the rules. It 

19puts eve~yone on notice that in dealing with questions such 

20as these that they and the presiding officer can and will 

21 look to the case law. interpreting this rule and applying i.t. 

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Does the case law in the 

23 federal court system really apply to th~ kinds of cases we 

24ha~e? I'm not sure what that answer means. 

25 MR. COTTER: If you're talking about subject 
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1 matters,. a generalization, no. But if you're talking about 

2 the principle of questions. being asked that 

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: My concern was I thought 

4underlying all this was that one of the parties in our 

5 proceeding,, namely .the staff, was going to be treated 

6 differently •. · 

7 M~. COTTER: They are. 

a: COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: And is it therefore trua 

9 that when you go out and· l.ook at how has this rule been 

10 applied in federal courts where there isn't such separate· 

11·parties~ is that application in the federal court tradition 

1Z~oing to help or harm this underl.ying theme which at l.east 

13.some of us were tryitig to push, namel.y to treat the staff 

14 differently? 

15 MR. COTTER:, The treatment of the staff 

16 diffe~ently is ~ontained in a separate section which is more 
. . 

17 specific than this rule of general appl.ication •. 

18 COMM~SSIONER AHEARNE: You mean 20. 

19. HR. COTTER: Yes. 

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But if I look back on page 

~ 18, particularly now~ as Leonard point~d out, for .740B(c) 

. 22 it says that 740B(c) applies to the interrogatories served 

23 pursuant to 726. So it would seem that this ovetrides 

24 anything in 720 that protects the staff. 

25 MR~ BICKWIT: I don't think it's inconsistent in 
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1 anything that protects the staff •. 

2 MR. SHAPAR~ This is general protection for 

~everybody, but the staff has further general protection. 

4 KR. COTTER~ The .specific is controlling over the 

5 general, and these are amendments to the general rules of 

6 application which are ·then overridden to the extent that· the 

7 specific rule governing the discovery of the interrogato·ries 

8 aqainst the, staff would override. 

9 

10 or 20? 

11 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Which takes precedente~ 40 

MR. COT.TER: Twenty. 

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You're saying that when it 

13 says the provisions of 40 apply to 20, that doesn't mean 

14 that 40 overrides 20. 

15 MR. COTTER: No. But.it means that to the extent 

16. th.at 20 does not give a specific protection to the staff on 

17a specific area that 40 applies to the staff. 

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ What aborit the other way 

19 around? If 40 seems to weaken the protection of 20 --

20 MR. COTTER: That's not the relationship between 

21· them.· 

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Except that 40 has this 

23 phrase: · "Discovery is allowable to the extent that an 

24 answer would serve a substantial purpose." 

25 MR. BICKWIT: Where is that? 
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1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The same page, 18, 

Z74Q(b)(2)~ And that seems to weaken the protection 0£ the 

3 staff, doesn't it? 

4 MR~. COTTER: It's like saying to give you an 

23 

5 example, everyone is required to go to the hearing, but the 

6 government has to use Texas International Airlines out of 

7 Baltimore, and the fact that everyone has to go to the 

8 hearing does not change the narrower restriction that the 

~government has to use a parti~ular a~rline from a particular 

10· place. 

11 MR. BICKWIT :. I think your point is it could be 

12made clearer, and I agree with that point~ What you want to 

13:say is to the extent these are consistent with 720, they 

14apply;. but if they C?Uld.be read as inconsistent, they do 

15 not apply •.. I. don't see a·ny conceptual difference. 

16 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: Yes. 

17 MR. COTTER~ That to me is redundant, because it's 

·18. very clear from the interpretation and application of .rules 

19 and procedures that it• s not necessary. 

20 

21' 

22 necessary. 

23 

24' 

25 

MR. BICKWIT: It doesn't hurt. 

MR~ SHAPAR: If it gets you one vote, it's 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We're used to redundancy. 

(Laughter.) 

MR. COTTER: That's why we end up with 740B{c). 
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1 MR. BICKWIT: I think it is susceptible to some 

2 confusion,. I. really do. I hate to admit it. 

(Laughter.) 

COMM'ISSIONER. BRADFORD: What you want then is a 

5 cl'ear statement that even if discovery. will serve a 

6 substantial purpose -- even if that will serve a substantial · 

'7p.urpose,. it won't be permitted .• 

8 

9 

~R. BICKWIT: That's right. 

CO!KISSIONER AHEARNE~ That's true, because 

10 substantial. purpose is open -- at least I believe that 

11 substantial. purpose is the kind 0£ standard which it is so. 

12 hard to tell whether it's met or not. In the practice 

13 what's going to happen is our boards will say well, we're 

14,not really s.ure,. but it. probably could. be shown to meet 

15. substantial purpose so we'll. all.ow- it,_ because it will be so 

16hard to prove that it wouldn't meet a substantial purpose. 

17 ·MR~ BICKWIT: You are reining in the discretion to 

18 find substantial purpose, and the way you've phrased it is 

19 unfortunate. 

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:. I think it's entirely 

21 accurate. You 're stating one half of the case which is the 

22 reining in of discretion. But the fact is even when there is 

· 23 clearly a substantial purpose 

24 MR. BICKWIT1 If in the opinion of the 

25 administrative judge there is substantial purpose but it 
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1 viola~es the constraints 6£ that section, he can't allow the 

2 dis-covery. 

3 COMMISSIONER.BRADFORD; That's my point. It's not 

4just the case where he is in doubt that it's discretionary~ 

5 MR. BICKWIT; He's a judge; he's· not a 

·6legislator •. - This is the legislative body. 

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD; R~ght. That's why I'm 

s- saying you may be losing a vote here. You may- have gained 

9 three bu.t 

to 

11 

12 

13 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ Do you know how to fix- it up?_ 

MR. BICKWIT; Yes. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD; "Fix it up" isn't quite 

14 the. right word. 

15 

16 

C Laughte·r.) 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; Of course, 720 does go on 

17 to say that in a proceeding NBC staff will make available 

18for items which are. relevant to the issues in the proceeding~ 

19 MR. SHAPAR.i- But there's another section in the 

20existing rule that says righ~ right now they can only get 

21 interrogatories from the staff if it's necessary for proper 

22 decision in the case and it's not reasonably- obtairiable 

~elsewhere. And on top of that theie's the additional 

24restriction impbsed by this rule. One covers the general 

25 area; one covers the specific area. There's really no 

- ... 

- ' 
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1 conflict.. But to the extent your thought can be 

2 impl.emen ted, it's easy to implement. 

3 COMMISSIONER A HEARNE:. And now can I get back, 

4 though, .. where I'm still. obviously having difficulty with 

5 B(c)-. T~ll me a little bit more, or Howard, you tell me. 

6 Do· you see it having any effect on proceedings, and if so, 

7 what would it be? 

26 

8 MR~ SHAPAR: In this whole general thing of giving 

9 the board·s the initiative to control discovery, I am on 

10. record as saying that I think it has· potential for being 

11. mild.l.y beneficial. 

12 

13 

14 Cotter. 

15 

{Laughter. l 

And I concur in this rule as proposed by Tony 

~OMMISSIONER ~HEARNE: Could you explain to me 

16this mild beneficial. effect? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

MR. ROSENTHAL: Potential. 

(Laughter.) 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What would it do? 

MR. SHAPAR~ The way the system now works, the 

21 boards sort of sit back, or the rules encourage them· in 

22effect to sit back and wait for the parties to scream about 

23abuses of discovery. This rule in effect tells the boards 

24 you don't have to wait until the parties scre~m; kind of 

25 monitor discovery on your own. If you think it's being 
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1 abused, stop it or control it. 

2 Another reason I think it can be mildly beneficial 

3 is because I fhink some boards are going to be aggressive 

¢about ~t, and ~here the parties ~re not objecting on their 

5 own,. which can occur on rare occasions for special reasons 

6 CO~MISSIONEB BRADFORDi Vis-a-vis the staff now 

7given the various changes of the last six months ar·sa, do 

8 you think there a re situations in . which the staff is not 

9 objecting to discovery that it feels is unduly burdensome? 

10 MR. SHAPAR~ Yes~ 

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Why is that? 

12. MR~ SHAPAR~ I. think this came out in a prior 

13'discussion. I think what I said. and believe is that what 

14the· staff does is keeps its eye mainly or to a large extent 

15 I shouid say arr whether or not its action is gbing to hold 

16 u.p a proceeding. 

17 In other words, the staff in the past has not 

18 objected even wh~re it could under the present rule where it 

19thought wel.l, is it worth it to maybe lose a week's time on 

20 this case while it objects and waits f o:t the board to rule 

21 on· it, and two or three weeks go by of legal squabbling of 

22 whether or not it should answer the interrogatory. We' 11 go 

~back and check with Denton and see well, what's this going 

24to do to you if yoti answer the· 70 interrogatories in the 

25 seismic area, and he says -- · 
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I might actually have to 

2 look at the blueprints. 

MR. SHAPAR:. So it's a judgment call abo~t whether 

4 or not swallowing our rights, which we frequently do, would 

5 be beneficial to the overall process or won't be, so it •s 

ainnate1y a judgment call~ By going ahead and d6ing the work 

7 even. though we don't have to in. theory, wi·ll that advance 

8=_the case and get it decided more quickly• 

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: How db· those mathematics 

10· change. now.·? Instead of having the option of going ahead and 

· 11 answering the interrogatories and saving the time, what 

1~you·'ve got is a situation in which the board members will 

13 always use the time because· they have to review all the 

14 interrogatories, includi.ng the ones which are· not being 

15 objected to, so that th~board will in all cases lose the 

16 time that it now only loses in those cases where the parties 

17 object• .. 

. 18' MR. SHAPAR; I don't· think that's right; beca~se 

19you're dealing essentially with a· period of "dead time." 

20 Discovery is before you get to hearing. · The boards wil.l be 

21 receiving copies of requests for the di·scovery, and they 

22will, I guess, see some cases where it looks funny. 

23 Now, there are lots of ways they can handle it. 

~They can arrange a conference call and see what's going ~n 

25 here. 
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD; But if it"s dead .time, 

2 then w.hy is the staff shy about objecting? 

3 MR. SHAPAR: Because it's not always dead time. 

4 Sometimes you •re going to have discovery which is getting 

5 pretty close to the hearing process. 

6 COMMISSIQNER BRADFORDL And in that case it"s live 

Ttime,. and in that case the board reviewing the 

8 interrogatories, you 're going to always lose time, instead . 

9-of in those cases where a party under the present rule --

10 MR. SHAPAR~ I would hope the boards would be just 

11 as sensitive to the kind of practical considerations the 

12 staff analyzes. To quote a case I think I have quoted 

13 before, Illinois v·. Noodleman, jud.ges are not presuming .more · 

1~interest than other people. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I guessr Tony, I'm surpri~ed 

16 every time .this point is made, it's dead time, that you 

17don~t put in that.it may be dead time in that particular 

18.case; but ·the most of your board members in the period in 

19 which there is a dead time in one case are realli working on 
. \ . . 

20another case, and so that it's not necessarily sl~ck time 

21 for them. 

22 MR. COTTER: That's right. 

.23 MR. SHAPAR: It may or may ndt be slack time 

24 depending on the circumstances. 

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEL Let me try again and see ~f 
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1 I can get to another one of my concerns on that. 

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; Were you answered on the one 

3on page· 22? 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I'm still.. on. page 22. I 

5 think what Howard is really saying is it's a possible mild 

6 beneficial plus. 

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: This particular point? 

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes • •. 
9.,, ltR. BICKWIT~ I thought Howaid's answer related to 

10 the whole thing •.. 

11 HR. SHAPARt Right~ it did. 

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: This particular section, 

13 7 4 0 B ( c) •. 

14 MR. SHAPAB: No •. I was refetring to the gener~l 

· 15 thing. 

16 COMMISSIOKER.AHEARNE: I'~ talkin~ about this 

17particul.ar piece~ What is the impact of that piece on our 

18 p;roceedings? 

19 

20 

21· it before. 

22 

MR. SHAPAR: In the second h~lf of page 22? 

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE~ Yes~ I. assume you~ve heard 

MR •. SHAPAR: Yes, I have, but I want to make sure 

~you get a responsive answer this time. 

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Incidentally, this section 

25gave me the most trouble both with regard to its content and 
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1 with. regard to my understanding. 

2 MR. SHAPAB: I would not consider this provision 

3. of much value • 

. 4 .COMMISSIO~ER AREARNE: My question is what impact 

5 would it have? 

6 

7 

MR. SHA'PAR: Very little, in my opinion •. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Are you saying that as far 

· 8 as. you can tell that this wil.l not change the current 

9 practice? 

10 

a 

MR. SHAPA'R~ Yes. That particul.ar provision. 

MR .. BICKWIT: It is· a codification of the current 

12practice~ therefore, it woul.d. not change the current 

13 practice. 

14 MR •. SHAPAR:: But you have to break it down. I 

15 ~uess you have t~look at the first sentence and then the 

16second sentence- The first sentence I could live without. 

17 I don•t think it·'s of much value. 

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It's not objectionable 

19 merely because it calls· for an opinion. 

20 MR •. SHAPAR: I don't think it's going to do very 

21 ·much. 

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is there a question now 

2avhether or not you can ask a question that involves an 

. 24 opinion? 

25 MR. SHAPAR: No, I don't think so. 
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: So you're saying this isn't 

2 necessary because it• s understood. 

3 MR~ SHAPAR: That's correct. 

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I didn't think it was so. 

5 MR. SHAPAR:. I believe it to be. 

6 MR~ COTTER; r .think that's essentially co~rect. 

7 This is, accordin~ to the rules, what is the practice. 

8 COM~ISSIONER AHEARNE; What you're saying· is it's 

9' not some questions vou1d be disa;1lowed because they' re 

10 asking for an opinion, but if they were to be disallowed it 

11 would be beca.use the subject matter on which the opinion was 

12 asked 

13 HR- COTTER~ Well~ the history of this is that it 

14 arose primaril.y in connection with a. problem --· and I hate· 

15 to get into it -- of mixed questions of law and fact. 

16 MR. BTCKWIT: Whose proplem was that? 

ME. SHAPAR: That was your problem. No one else 

18 raised. it. 

. 19 (Laughter~) 

20 MR. COTTER: Well, to the extent that the term 

21 11·mental processes"· was extremely vague, this serves to 

22establish a frame of reference by bringing in the history of 

23 the mixture of questions of law and· fact. And what is a 

24 question of fact and what is a question of l.aw is something 

25 that def ea ts most law students and has been an extremely 
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1 difficul. t question to resol.ve. 

2 MR •. SHAPAR: The smarter ones have never had any 

3 troubl.e with it, though •. 

MR •. COTTER: WelI~ there aren't any of those here~ 

5 (Laughter.) 

6 I thought it would be useful to bring in the body 

7 of-law explicitl.y that has addressed that question so that 

8 there could be guidance available. 
- . 

9- COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Somehow I think you're 

10 bringing in the camel's noise;-. that• s the feeling I get. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: You 're earlier memo on 

12this section says it's drawn from 33(b) of the Federal R~l.es 

_ 13 of Civil Pro·cedure. It doesn't seem_ to have brought those -

14rules to any -- r guess if your question is what does it add 

15 to current' practice, maybe not very much, but I'm also not 

16 sure it does any harm. 

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ Wel.l, the reason I asked is 

18 that at least the little backup reading I did on it I· 

19 tried to go back through the Federal Rul.es of Practice and 

20 supporting explanations of that,. and what was beginning to 

21 bother me was that all of those seemed to be appicable to 

22 problems that had come up prior to the '70s, and it came up 

·23 in cases which I didn't think really translated to our 

24 situation unless you were assuming that the NRC staff is 

25 just like all the other parties. 
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1 And sine~ my approach, personal approach on a 1ot 

2 of this had been to treat the NRC staff differently, I 

3 wasn • t reai1y comfortable with the fact that there is a body 

4 of federal tradition thai now says how this is applied; 

5 because I was afraid that if it were applied that way, you 

6 would end up saying the staff isn't any different than any 

7 other parties. 

MR. BICKWIT: We solved that problem for·you. 

9 Didn't· we sol.ve that with this fix? 

10. CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ Well, I think the important 

11 part~ at least in my mind~ that helps us with the staff is 

12 the last one;: and it says that you can• t ask them questions 

13of wht didn't you do it with a· different method.- So I saw 

14 two. parts· to this, one· that says let's get a little more 

15 d:iscip1ine in the di.scoverr process and give the presid-ing 

16 officer a chance to do this;. and the other tha-t says look, 

17you can't examin~ why a person didn't do it by a different 

18 method •. -

19 

20 

MR. SHAPAR: Yes, exactly. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: - But ,getting back· to page 22, 

~it's the second sentence I have trouble with just 

22 un·derstanding. Could you explain to me what it means?-

23 MR.-COTTER: It means if the presiding officer 

~ sees the parties are getting into some kind of protracted 

25impasse, he can intervene and say stop what you're doing now 
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1 and do it another way. 

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ Are we talking now 

3 specifically on page 22, "However, the presiding officer may 

4 order, pursuant to its powers· to supervise discovery, tbat 

5 such an interrogatory need not be answered until after 

6 designated discovery has been completed," which doesn't make 

7 sense to me. It says you don• t have to answer it until 

8 discovery has been completed, but I thought the reason it 

9 was asked was because the· person wanted to participate in 

10 discovery. 

11 MR. BICKWIT~ Until some other designated 

12 discovery has been completed. 

13 MR. COTTER: Discovery is a generic term; an 

14 interrogatory is one form of discovery. 

15 MR. BICKWTT: And you don't have to answer that 

16 question .until you yourself have completed some discovery 

17 that you 're interested in. 

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So, for example, if there's 

19 a contention raised and the staff asks on what is that 

20 contention based, what information do you have, and the 

21 person raising the contention well, I don't want.to answer 

22 that until I've finished my discovery of the staff, then 

23 it's possible the board would say all right, you don't have 

24 to tell the staff on what you based your contention until 

25 you've completed discovery of the staff. 
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1 MB. BICKWIT: Well, we have a contention rule that 

2 we"re considering and will probably relate to that kind of 

3 question. 

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: No. But that provision 

5 would enable this to happen, is that correct? 

6 

7 

8 

MB. BICKWIT~ Yes. 

MR. SHAPAR: That's highly unlikely. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:. Your key word is 

. 9' "de signa·ted ." What does --· 

10 MR. BICKWIT·: You 're talking about an 

11 interroqatory that Tony serves on me. The board says I 

12don~t have to answer that interrogatory until I have a 

13 chance to conduct some discovery of my own~ 

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is that what "designated" 

15 means?. 

HR. BICKWIT: That is one application of 

17 "designated •. " It means a certain discovery that is singled 

18out by the board as a precondition for the requirement to 

19 answer that question. 

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is it clear to all lawyers? 

21 I mean, is it clear to th~ layperson? Is it clear enough to 

22 lawyers? 

23. MR. BICKWIT:" That's clear. To me that's one of 

24 the meanings. 

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I don't mirid words that are 
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1 understood by the people that ought to understand· it, but I 

2 am l.eery when I don •·t understand it. 

3 MR. BICK WIT: I must say e 4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can this be fixed up or 

5·c1arified a little bit?' 

6 MR. BICKWIT:. If the Commission doesn't under.stand 

7 this lang-q_age, I really don't see that anything is· lost by· 

8 taking. it. out. 

Now, Tany m~y warit to dispute that. I think that 

10is a sufficient reason for dropping it. 

11 CHAIRMAN. PALLADINO: I wasn't asking you to drop 

12 it. I: was just trying to understand . it. 

13 MR. BICKWIT: Th~ strongest argument for dropping 

14it is that we could then move the discussion on to something 

15 els·e ,. be.ca use I don •·t regard this as an important part of 

16 today's discussion. 

17 . COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I have to exception that as 

18 an opera ting theory,. because otherwise we will eliminate all 

19 technical rul'es. 

20 HR. BICKWIT:. Throughout this entire discussion 

21 our off ice has regarded this prov is ion as more trouble than 

22 it's.worth, and I have never been more convinced of that 

23 thari I am at this moment. 

24 MR. COTTER: There may be p~rticular words or 

25 phrases in here that give you trouble in. appl.ication, but I. 
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1 have always felt-that it was important because it gave an 

2 affirmative ability or power in the presiding officer to 

3 stop a discovery battle among the parties which had 

4-degenerated into just that, a discovery battle. 
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5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Wait a minute now. Howard 

6 felt, as I say, at best very lukewarm support. Len felt 

.1 that this was more trouble than it was worth. 

8 

9 

10 

MR. BICKWIT: I would say opposition. 

'COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Alan? 

MR. ROSENTHAL~ I felt fro~ the outset that it.had 

11 precious. little -potential worth, and I now tend to agree 

12 w-ith Len that on a cost-benefit balance in terms of 

1SCommission time if nothin~-else there's_ something to be said 

_14"for it going~ I had no objection to· it at the- outsetp but I 

15 did- not -- in- aqreem'ent with Len - I did not regard this as-

16· being a key provision of the overall discovery amendments. 

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So given that, Tony, would 

18 you help me understand clearly then ·you believe 

19 MR~ COTTER: Be~ause I~m the onlt one here who is 

20a presiding officer --

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ I understand that 

22 situation. But could you explain again for me why you think 

23 it would be really beneficial. What is the current problem 

24 this is going to affect -- to use an'approach that you have 

25challenged us with many tim~s. 
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I can tell jou why I think 

2 it•s necessary •. There aren't many sections in here that 

3 g:ive guidanGe as to what is not ob jectionabl.e. The basic 

4 purpose of this r~le is to lay out areas in which we expect 

5the tree to be pruned. back. I think without some sections 

6 such as this, the boards may take it as guidance to cut back 

7 on current practice. And by codifying this aspect of the 

8 current practice we secure it a~ainst the time at which the 

9 body of. common iaw- in this. area. is going to be substantially 

10revised by what the Commission puts out. So if you want to 

tt·salvage a particular piece of the current practice, it's 

12 worth doing so explicitly. 

13 HR. COTTER: I think you have to understand that a 

14 piece of litigation largely belongs to the parties to it, 

1s·and that it is an effort by both parties coming from 

-16 o·pposite direction·s to state thei·r side of an issue. And 

17that traditionally, particularly in this area of discovery, 

-18 the conduct of discovery has historically since the federal 

19'rul.es were put in place beeri a matter for the parties 

Wthemselves to manage and conduct. And that the change that· 

21 this represents is to affirmatively say to the presiding 

22officers you now have not simply a responsibility but al.so 

23 an authority in the interest of expediting the proceeding to 

24step in and manage discovery by whatever means you think is 

25 proper and will add to the efficient and expeditious 
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1 consideration of the case. 

2 And by sayinq that affirmatively to the board, you 

3 are pointing them in a direction that they had not been 

~pointed in nor had they really been authorized to go in the 

5 past. And as I understand it, you have been saying all 

6 along that you.r concern is to tighten up these proceedings, • 

7~nd I see this as one way of doing it. 

8 

· 9 board 

MR •. ROSENTHAL: Isn•t it true that power of the 

we •·re now talking, I assume, about subsection Cc), 

10 are· we not, .. and that's all. 

11 No~, I go back and look at ~he bottom of 18 and 

12 the top. of. 19, and I thought in terms of the powers of the 

13 presidin~ o£f~cer in the control of discovery i~ was fairly 

14. well sp_elled· out. there, so that I don·' t understand,. Tony, 

1SfranklT why the subsection (c} is necessary in order to 

16 reinforce the authority of a. licensing board. 

17 MR •. COTTER;. Because it's different. ..740(b)(2) 

18talks about the discovery and the standards that will apply 

19 to it.. It does not talk about coming in and saying not 

2Dsimply that you can't do this because it's duplicative or 

21 expensive or what have you, not simply stopping it. 

22 ~740B(c) says you can come in and say do it.'s this way 

23 because it's better or faster. That~s quite different. 

24 

25 

MR. SHAPAR: How about adding the word "manner?" 

HR. BICKWIT~ No. It does say you can do it. 
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1 MR. ROSENTHAL: It looks to me like (b)(2) is very 

2 broad. 

3 MR. BICKWIT: It says it may be limited by the 

4 presiding officer if he determines that the d~scovery is 

5 attainable from some other method that's more convenient. 

6 MR. COTTER: That doesn't say to him affirmatively 

7 go and do it that way. 

a· 

9 

10 

11 

MR. BICKWIT: I think it does. 

MR. COT.TER: That makes him simply say stop. 

(Commissioner Roberts exited at 10:55 a.m.) 

MR. BICKWIT: I think he can't very well say stop 

12 doing it that way because this other way is more convenient 

13 and not authorize the doing of it the other way. 

14 CHALRMAN PALLADINO; Let me ask a contrary 

15 question. What's wrong with keeping this section (c) on 

16 page 22 in? 

17 

18. with it. 

19 

MR. BICKWIT: I don't think there's anything wrong 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Because a layperson might --

20 well, my feeling after I read this whole document was that 

21 it was a significant improvement in what we're doing, and my 

22 problem was understanding the specific usage of language 

23 such as the one in paragraph (c). 

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Tony, another argtiment 

25 against (c), at least for me, which I think would support 
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1' Peter 

2 MR. COTTER: It's the assumption the presiding 

3 officer· is going to come in and. abuse the parties by 

4 restricting their. activities. 

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: No, no. One of the odd 

6 pieces of literature I quickly -scanned was something put 
' . 

7 together I g~ess at least under the name of.Howard's former· 

8 teacher, and some of the history of this seemed to be that 

9, this was· put in because the courts before had been. too 

10 rigid~ And when this went into th& Code of FederaL 

11 Regulations it was to provide some greater flexibility, to 

12 point out that some of the questions that have been thrown 

13 out shouldn'~ ha~e beeri thrown out. And so from Peter's 

14. point of view. codifyin·g this might be to prevent us from 

15 becoming'. too rigid. I didn't think we were, so I'm uneasy 

16 a.bout it •. 

17 KR. COTTER; I don't think that follows, because 

18 this doesn't say thro~ something out; it says consider an 

19 alternative. 

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; That's right~ It says what 

21 could stay in. I'm just very uneasy about this, and I can't 

22 vote for it at the moment. I would really have to think 

23 more about this. 

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We have had recommendations 

25 that we 
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:· There ar~ really a few 

2 separate· points, the one that appl.ies. to the second 

3 sentence, of whether that real.ly adds anything to the 

4· earl.ier section. 

5 The first sentence was my main concern. The 

6 secon~ one, I think it's probably· true that it can be 

7derived ·from the earlier section. 

8· CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: When you say "concern," you ... 

·9 mean you don't want it in? 

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: No. I do want it in~ 

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You do want it in. That told 

12me somethingr the first sentence. The second sentence r had 

13 great difficu.lty just understanding. 

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ My problem is I think they 

15. both tell· me something, and I'm not comfort able with what 

16they tell. me. 

17 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:· Further questions? 

18 . COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I have just one other 

19 question which wasn•t-rel.ated to that one. When you're 

20tal.king about the sanction section on page 21 wher~ you talk 

21 about an appropriate· sanction pursuant to Section 2. 707, 

22 shouldn't have some kind of conforming change to 2. 707 to 

~ pick up this? And it's just a minor question. 

24 MR. BICKWITi I don't think it's really necessary. 

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It's very minor. 
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1 KR. BICKWIT: I think 2~707 by its terms applies 

2 to all.. discovery. 

3 

4. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; Do you have questions? 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Jtist a couple~ Host of 

5 them have- been at least discussed. 

6 

7 

(Commissioner Roberts entered at 11:00 a.m •. ) 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:· What is the purpose for 

44 

8' exceptional circumstances as a test against the· staff by w.ay 

9 of deposition? That's on page 24. 

10 MR. SHAPAR;. This is not a chang~. This is the 

11 existing· rule. 

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Okay. Sti11, why is that 

13 exceptional, circumstance? An exceptional circumstance would 

14 be an intervenor didn't have enough money to pay for a 

15; deposit.ion,- but aside -from that --

16' MR. SH~PAR: You're asking a factual question, and 

17 I can answer it~ The reason for that is the existirig 

18 restriction against discovery on the· staff that its 

19resources were being tied up in discovery,· an attempt was 

2.o_ made, I think, when the rules were restructured around that 

21. time in 1972 to give the staff some protection against· the · 

22 imposition of demands on its resources through discovery. 

~ And since the staff put forward all these documents which it 

24 put forward -- the SER, the EIS and the fact th:a t its 

25 testimony. was made available prior to the hearing, it was 
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1 fe1t_ that balancing_ things out that staff people should not 

2 be deposed unless there was first some justification for 

3· it. And that rul.e has remained in effect in its presen.t 

4,·form for about ten years •. \ 

5 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD; What do you mak~ of the 

6 fact that at le.ast one intervenor commented that a more 

·. 7 efficient way· to conduct discovery would be for the NBC to 

- 8 sponsor a set of depositions .at which instead of having so ,. 

9much done through interrogatories back and forth in the 

10 mai1s that the witnesses were essentia1ly avail~ble for 

11 depositions? 

12 MR. SHAPAR; It would be an enormous drain on 

13· resources • 

. 14 COMffISSIONER· BRADFORD~ Are you. saying it wouldn't 

15· save any time in the sense of written interrogatories? 

16 MR. SHAPAR~ r think you can!t treat intervenors 

17 as fungible. I'm saying that there are some intervenors 

18 w.here you might· save time, al though experience has shown 

19 that when discovery is resorted to -- and Alan made this 

20 point in the m.emorandum he sent up about three weeks ago 

21 experience has ~ot shown that when discovery is freely given 

22 that it saves time at the hearing. That's not been our 

23 experience. 

.24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I'm ~sking a different 

25 question. I'm asking whether it's possible to save-
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1 interrogatory time through the use of depositions. 

2. MR~ ROSENTHAL: I think it depends upon what's 

3 being sought by way of deposition. If. the staff in order to 

4 respond to questions at a deposition were required to 

5 produc~ five or six or seven different people with expertis€ 

ain different are~s who have to then sit around for the 

7 length of the deposition waiting for questions that might 

8 get into thei·r specific area of expertise,. I could en·visage 
' 

9 a'· considera~ly greater time, staff time being consumed in 

10 the deposition process than· would be· in interrogatories 

11 w-hich can be managed -- the answers· to those. 

12 On the other hand, I woulfr suppose that if it 

13 i·nvolved one staff person, it mi.ght wel.l be that that one 

14•individual's time would· be less consumed ·at a depositio.n 

15takinq in. his office· or somewhere within :the Commission 

16 territory than it would be his having·. to put on his green 

17eyeshada and write out lengthy answers to questions which 

18then would be reviewed by 75 different levels up the line. 

19 So if you're looking at it from the standpoint of 

20ti~e consumption, deposition versus response to 

21 interrogatories, I don• t think -- Howard or other members of 

22the staff may have a different view of this -- but I don't 

23 think you can generalize. I think it would depend again 

~upon the nature of the inquiry and again how many 

25 disciplines were involved and the like. 
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD~ I guess what I'm really 

~askig ~s whether there are ways that the presiding officers 

3 could better use depositions as a technique in terms of 

4expediting the process. Should we be giving them more 

~discretion in that area to have depositions in place of 
. . 

6 interrogatories? 

7 KR •. COTTER: The kind of thing you have in mind is 

&no~ being done· in that presiding officers are· much more 

9 frequently saying to the parties sit down together and talk, 

10 and it•s not done through the formal depositions so that it 

11' is discovery under oath. But there is, I believe, an 

12increase in communication that is proving ~ery beneficial. 

13 COMMISSI-ONER AHEARNE: Would we be legally abla to 

14 sponsor depositions? 

16. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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2 

MR~ BICKWIT: Yes, I think we would- be. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ I thought part of the 

3argument on depositions and the reason thet are not used 

4 that much is they' re very expensive•-

5 MR. BICKWIT :: Yes. Our view is if you provide 

48 ~ 

6 procedural assistance to all parties, which -is what is being 

7suggested, you are consistent with the appropriations 

81 limitation._ That. may not be the view of all involved here, 

g, but that is our view. 

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; Well, that's certainly not my 

11 view;. 

12 MR •. BICKWIT~ You're saying that~s not your view 

13_ of the law- or that's ·not your view of what should be done? 

14 

15 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ Both. 

MR. BICKWI.T: Okay• Well.,_ I'm not coming down on 

16 the second question. On the first I disagree. 

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: - And I guess I'm with Peter 

18 on interest.. Wheth'er or not it would be -- my own personal 

19 experience from a previous agency, in wh.ich I had to be· 

20 deposed several times~ is I doubt whether it would sav~ much 

21 time. But nevertheless, if it would I would be in favor of 

22 it. Eut I guess I am dubious on 

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Are you saying compared to 

24 having to answer those same questions in writing? 

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:. Oh,· absolutely. It would 
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1 have been much easier to answer· them in writing. 

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I can•t write faster than 

3 I can_ talk~ 
\ 

4 COMHISSIONER.AHEABNE~ It's sort of the difference 

5 between an oral exam and ·a take-home ~x~m. On a take-home. 

6 exam you have· t.o put the effort explicitly on those explicit 

7 questions. An oral exam you have to prepare for how broad 

8 that question can become. So I'v~ found I had to spend 

amuch m6re time preparing for the deposition than I would 

10 have spent answering it in writing. 

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: 'What you also have to 

12' know, though, is what happens then at the next stage, namely 

13 the hearing itself, whether the witness responded to 

1•interroqatories~ then spends a lot more time 

15· COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ Absolutely·. And. the 

16difference also• as Alan pointed out, there is a multiple 

17 layer review" on the written answers. 

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Pete, I don't understand the 

19 f OCUS. of your question• A re yo U saying that 
-

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I started out talking 

21 about the exceptional circumstance test, but what I was 

22really interested in light of some of the comments we 

23received, whether we-corild make mor~ creitive use of 

24depositions in ways that might s~ve time and get to the 

25 heart of issues faster in our proceedings. 
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1 Let me take issue with what I took.to be your 

2 concern.there, which is if we had a deposition which we paid 

3 for and that al.1 the parties came, that that would violate 

4th~ law. I don't see a difference between that and the 

5 hearing itself. That is, you make cross-examination 

6 available to al.l parties. 

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: No, but we don't pay for 

8 their staff time. 
( 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD~ Oh, I'm not suggesting we 

10 pay the Intervenors to come to the deposition. I'm just 

11 suggesting. that we pay the court reporter and make our 

12 pea ple available. 

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ The onl.y cost you 're. talking 

14 about is the court reporter?: Wel.1, I'd rather, since that 

15. l.sn 't the·. subject at issue. today, I• d rather defer further. 

16 consideration on it. And perhaps it is necessary for us. to 

17 define what we •·re talking about before I jump in. I just 

18 didn~t ~ant to necessarily go along with sayin~ we were 

19 going to start to pay for depositions. 

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: No. 

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:.. But perhaps there is a place 

2~where I woul.d agree ~ith the procedtire. But I'd rather 

23 defer that to where we have the facts before us, because I 

24 don• t think it• s necessary as part of this, i.s it? 

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi No, but it might be useful 
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1 for that legal group to address that question. 

2 

3 

4. useful •. 

5 

~question. 

7 

8. 

MR. BICKWIT: Of whether it would be legal? 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: First, whether it would be. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That's the more important 

MR. BICKWIT: Okay. 

COMMISSIONER AHEA~NE: If it's not useful, it's 

9· irrelevant. 

10 

11 

12 

KR. BICKWIT~ ,I'll be happy to address it. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ Do you have more, Peter? 

COMMISSIO~ER BRADFORD: Yes. On the next page 

13 and of course it comes up earlier as well -- the standard of 

14 reasons for not employing alternative data assumptions in 

15 analyses. What happens when you get a .line of questioning 

16 that in effect says, why did you do it this way? Isn't the 

17 staff. as a practical matter going to have to. respond to that 

18 by saying,. because it is better than the a.lternative ways of 

19 doing it in many cases? 

20. MR. SHAPAR:. I wouldn't say in many cases, if that 

21 gives the impression of being the usual case. I think the 

22 staff can say that it reached.this conclusion and used this 

23 code ·or this methodology, and the reas~.ns ·why it reached the 

24conc1usions. I don't think it necessarily follows it's 

25 going to· say as .part of that answer, this is a· better way 
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1 than any other way. 

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Is your question asking the 

3 staff why is their. method correct? 
I 

4 COMKISSIONER BRADFORDL I'm really trying to get 

5 at ho~ workable this standard is. What I have in mind is --

6 vha.t was the controversial' statistical method· that wound. up 

T getting so heavily criticized in WASH-1400? Do you remember 

COMM~SSIONER AHEARNE: The square roo~ of the• 

10 product, .. I think. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:. If that were the document 

12 at issue that we were conducting·· an interr.Qgatory agains.t 

13for WASH-1400,. and you.asked why was. that method used,.I -- 14· don •·t see ho.w- that question coul.d be answered without a 
I 

.15discussion of the relative merits of that method against the. 

16other leading statistical contenders. 

~ow, I take it the staff is free under this 

18 standard to offer such a suggestion? 

19 MR. SHAPARi Yes. 

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Can they object to the 

21 interrogatory on the basis that it necessarily calls for 

. 22 comparison? 

23 MR. SHAPAR: If they didn't do the comparison, 

24 they don• t have to do. it, as I. read this rule~ In other 

25 words, if they said this is the conclusion they reached and 
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2 you think this other method is better, I guess under this 

3 they wouldn • t have to- answer that question. 
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MR. ROSENTHALL We run into this all of the time~ 

5 particularly in the area- of these probabilistic analyses, 

6 where you frequently get three entirely different 

7 approaches. Applicant has one, staff has a second, and 

8-Intervenor, if he or it has.affirmative evidence, may have a 

9,, third. 

10 Nowr it seems to me that the.time for the 

11 exploration of the comparative worth of methods A, B and: C 

12 is the hearing .• _ It seems to. me that in discovery, that ,the 

13 only obligation that should be put upon the· staff is to set 

14: forth its methodology and the: assumptions that w,ere the 

15'fouil.dation of. that methodology., 

16 Then the other parties that got the facts as to 

17 the way the staff went about this, they then have an 

18opportunity to come up with their ammunition to attack that 

19methodology if they see fit to do so at the hearing, and in 

20doing so endeavor to establish that some other methodology 

21 is more appropriate. And they can ask the staff at the 

22hearing, why didn't the~ pursue that. 

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: What ~ou're saying is, _my 

24 hypothetical. interrogatory probably is objectionable? 

25 HR. ROSENTHAL: Absolutely, as I see it. 
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1 Now, as you know, I have been, in a series of 

2- these meetings,_ have been pushing for limitation of that, 

3 and I •ve been up front about it. 

CHAIBMAN PALLADINO~ But it doesn't preclude 

&discussi~n o~ that issue in the hearing? 

MR •. ROSENT.HAL: Absolutel.y not. That's a major 

7where you have competing methodologies at the hearing, 

8 that's a major question. Indeed, the Board- is confronted 

~with th~ necessity of choosing frequently between contrary 

10 methodologies or differing methodologies which may produce 

11 widely varying results. 

12 We are now talking simply about d~scovery, and it 

13-seems to me again that staff is required to lay bare what 

t4:_its methodology is,, what w_ere the assumptions that underlay 

15 that methodology.-. That is fair in terms of giving the 

16 opposition the opportunity to prepare its own case, to know 

17 what it is going to be confronting in terms of the staff, 

18 and go to their own expert and have him look. over the 

19 staff's methodology assumptions. 

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: But now come back to 

21 John's point regarding the merits of being deposed as 

22 against the merits of responding in writing. That is, under 

23 the framework that I.think All.en is propounding many of the 

24 questions that were asked in deposition that you would 

25 rather have answered in writing will in fact not get asked 
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1 until. somebody gets you on a witness stand somewhere, 

2 because to ask all of the types of questions -- all of thi~ 

.3 type of question, _you've got actually. to go to the hearing 

4 and wa·i t your turn, and then be cross-examined. 

5 The net result of this method, at least as to that 

6 type of question, is not to give you the chance to answer 

7 the way you• d like to, which is in. response to 

8 interrogatories,. but to put, you on a witness stand somewhere. 

9 where you don't know that it's going to be asked and will 

10 have. to come up W·ith the answer ou.t of your head in the 

11 local courthouse •. 

12 CHAIBMAN PALLADINO: But I do feel that in the 

13di~~overy process it's quite a burden to have to respond to 

14 every question on an- al. terna ti ve way:. of doing something, 

15 because it.does mean that in order to compare them you have 

16 to go do them. And. in the hea·ring process. I think the 

17people that are saying there is a better method now propose 

18 it, and they have to show why it's better. And I think 

19 that• s an important distinction. 

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes, I agree with you. 

21 I •m just trying to get at whether this way of 1.imi ting the 

22 exploration of alternatives is the mdst effective one. It 

~certainly does cut it off right at the ~oot and I'm just not 

24 sure that's the best way to do it. 

25 MR. SHAPAR: I think there's a larger point. 
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1 ' CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I was going to ask, does this 

2 preclude a' question on the accuracy of your method? In 

3 other vordsr suppose I ask you, ho~ did you reach your 

4 conclusion on the seism·ic capability of this particular 

5 structure, and you. say, I did it thus and so on, and I say, 

6 can you demonstrate that that's an appropriate or accurate 

7 or accepted way •. 

8 Would that be a.p~oper question or is that 

9 precluded r 

10 MR· •. SHAPAR: I• m not sure it w,ould be precluded, 

11 but I think the answer- would be& This is what we• ve done 

12 and. this is our opinion. We stand on it. 

13 The larger point I was going to make i~ that the 

14 basic: purpose of discovery is to avoid surprise and. the 

15· system that's. proposed here avoids -surprises. That• s the 

16traditiona1 justification for discovery. 

17 L think some of these things we have been. 

18 discussing go beyond the traditional purpose of discovery, 

19 because there •s no way, no reasonable way, with the 

20information that's now avail.able and the information that 

21 would be available by alternative means of discovery under 

22 these rules,. that .any person stands a good chance of being 

~surprised ~t the hearing. The hearing _takes over and 

24 everybody's fair game for cross-examinati6n. 

25 COHMISSIONER AHEARNE: When yori say th~ principal. 
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1 purpose is to avoid surprise, surprise on whose side? 

MR. SHAPAR: On anybody's side •. 2 

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I don't think Willie· Moore 

·4 taught you that, Howard. I thought the principal purpose 

5 was to save hearing time, through,. among other things, 

6-a voiding surprise. 

7 MR~ SHAPAR: I don~t think so. That's not my 

8 recollection. 

9· COMMISSIONER BRADFORD~ Incidentally, J. Willie 

10 Moore, .by the time I got to law school 1 was bankruptcy. 

1t MR~ SHAPAR: That was a later era. 

12· CHAIRMAN PALLAD~NO~ Again, in.the interest of 

13 saving time,.· I was wondering, did you have any more 

14 que.stiori:s, Pete?· 

Tbm~ did you have any? 

Now~ I gather that the Commissioners a~e not teady 

17 to vote. For myself, I found this a rather good document, 

18 except for the questions I had s.pecifica:lly on i tern C on 

19 page 22. I could have lived with it. 

20 I gather, however, that there are now some 

2tsuggeste~ chariges that the Commissioners have pointed to, 

22one being this general versus specific. I was told OGC 

23 knows how to correct this. I a·m still not cl.ear on the 

24thrtist that the Commissioners would like to see in the 

25 rewrite with regard to page .22, item c. 
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1 Mr impression at the moment is that at least one 

2of the Commissioners.would like to change the first sentence· 

3 of- that and would not object to throwing out the rest of it, 

4and two Commissioners, or at least one other Commissioner, 

5 would throw. out the. whole thing, and one would. try to 
\ 

6 clarify the second sentence. 

7 And Tom, I don• t know. if you have any view on 

8 that? 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ My point was, if I had to 

10 vote . right now I would vote to throw it out. I want to 

11 think through it a little bit more. 

12 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Are we going to get a vote 

1asheet and be able to make comments? 

14 . CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ Yes~ I was hoping we could 

15~dentify: the areas where we would like to see some 

16.correction .. and ask the c6rrections be made, and then we see 

17them by vote sheet. So would it be·acceptable, with r~gard 

18 to paragraph C on 22, to keep it in with some attempt to 

19.clarify. that second sentence for those of us who don• t know 

20 what it means? 

21 All right. Then at least that gives us maxi•um 

22 flexibility. Okay •. 

23 MR. BICKWIT: Mr. Chairman. 

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes? 

25 HR. BICKWIT: I have a coupl~ of policy issues 
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·. 1' that I wanted to focus the Commission on. We can do it in a 

2 memo or 

3 

4 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; With regard to this? 

MB. BICKWIT: With respect.to some of the 

5 decisions that were made here. We concur --

6 

7 

CO.MMISSIONER AHEABNE: Decisions that· were made? 

MR. BICKWIT~ Decisions that were made in putting 

Bthis document together. In,a couple of cases I'm not clear 

9 that's where the Co~mission is and I'd like the Commission 

10 to focus on som~ of those points. And we can do it now or 

1t we can do it in a: memo,. whatever you would like. 

12 CHAIRMAN PlLLADINO: How lcng do you think it 

.13 would take? 

14 

15 

MR. BICKWIT :~ I could . just raise them. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; Why don't ydu raise them and 

16 we'll .see •. ·. 

17 MR. BICKWIT: On this matter that we have just 

18 been discussing, the extent of the shield may be too narrow 

19 for Commission preferences. It says that you don't have to 

20give reasons as to why you didn't use a method or an 

21 alternative analysis that was not considered in the staff 

22review. We added that "not considered in the staff reviewn 

~and I'm not sure that's right. 

24 What if the staff did consider an alternative way 

25 of going but didn't rely on that way of going? Do you want 
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2 know the answer to that question. 

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: You have a certain 

4 instinct.. for self-destruction. 

5 MR~ COTTER: There mar be a related issue there. 

6 Does· this policy, to that question -- does the section on. 

7 interrogatories in .720 mean that where the staff has not 

60 

8 don·e any analysis on a particular area that they do not have 

9 to d·iscl.ose that? 

10 MR •. SHAPA.R:.: Disclo.se what, that they_ haven• t done 

11 any analysis? The answer·w·i11 be, it's engineering 

12 jud.gment, in the real wo:rld. 

13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Is there is a philosophy 

14that if there~s no ana1tsis ydu say it's engineering 

15 judgment? 

16 MR. SHAPAR: Some. Ask for an engineering 

17 textbook. 

.18 MR. COTTER~ I'm thinking in an area where the 

19"staff d~cided not.to analyze and simply to accept what they 

20read in the Applicant's submissions, whether or not the 

~ staff should do anal.ysis arid whether this precludes even 

22 their disclosing that they have not done it 

23 MR. SHAPAR: It certainl.y does not preclude their 

24 saying they have done no analysis. It precludes any 

25 requirement that they go ahead and do that analysis. 
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1 MR~ ~ICKWIT: And any requirement that they answer 

2 why they. haven't •. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It is clear, isn't it, that 

~vhat we're talking about is what is available under 

5 discovery? A lot of these things we're saying are not 

6 ava·ilable under discovery are still. .. fair game in the 

7 hearing., right? 

8 MR. COTTERi Y'es. ,. 

9 MR. BICKiIT: I think to pose this question, just 

10 consider whether you •ant "considered" in there. or you want 

11 "relied on" instead of "considered." 

12 Then on page 8, at· the bottom of the -- before you 
. , I 

.13 q.et to the first full. paragraph, the last sentence before 

14 .you get. ·to the. first full; paragraph, the exampl.e given is an 

15example that would allow the Board to ~ay, conduct intormal 

1&do6ument exc&anges and· colloquies prior to us~ng 

1Tinterrogatori~s~ Do you want to tell the Board that it can 

16have those document exchanges and colloquies as an 

19 al t_erna ti ve to using· interrogatories or as an al terna ti ve to 

. 20 using any discovery, whatever? 

21 This is an issue I raised at the end of the last 

22 meeting. 

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: When y __ ou say it establishes 

2~the Board•s authority --

25 MR. BICKWIT: I think the Board has the authority 
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1 for the example that is in. there. If you widen it. to say 

2·that the informal document exchanges and co11oquies ought to 

3 ·be the exclusive means> of getting answers to questions prio.r 

~to the hearing, then you have changed the existing rule and 

5you•ve changed the existing authority and the Commission 

6 ought to focus on .whether they want to do that. 

7 

8 is 

9 

CO!MISSIONER AHEAR~E~ And the change in a~thority 

HR. BICKWIT: I do not. think that presentl.y the 

10 Board can. say, instead of interrogatories and instead of· 

11 forma1 · discovery, we want an informal colloquy. And if you 

1Zwant the Board to be able to do that I think you have· to say 

13 so •. 

14·. 

· 15 not 

16 

COMMISSIONEB AHEARNE: But the Board·s, can they 

MB~ BICKWIT• They can say, l~t·s have an exchange 

17 and colloquy, but they cannot derogate from the discovery 

18 rights that. are in the rule. And if you want to allow them 

19to do that and to provide that this is the exclusive means· 

20 of obtaining· information prior to hearing, then I think you 

21 should say so in the example. I think the language of the 

22 rule.is broad enough .to provide for that, but I just don't 

23 know where the Commission is on that question. 

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I think we don't want 

25 to. 
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1 MB~ BICKWIT; Then I think that you ought to say 

2 that.they can•t.· 

3 MB. SHAPAR: I think your: conclusion, though,. may 

4 be a little stark, .. because of the Board orders. an informal. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

.10. 

11 

12· 

13 

.. 14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21· 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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1 colloquy and it. is held, on the basis of that the Eo~rd may 

2 very well be ~ble to say that further discovery under the 

3 proposed rule wriuld serve no substantial purpose and would 

4· be unduly expensiv.e.. In other words, the informal colloquy 

5 may bring into play some of the standards in the proposed 

6 rule that would obviate further formal discovery. 

MR. BICKWIT: My question is, is it the 

8 Commission's intent that the Board could make that finding l . 

9 at that time' and· preclude all further discovery? If it is,. 

10 I think. as I said last time, I think it is really the most 

11 controversial feature of this proposed proposal and the 

12 Commission ought to focus hard on that. 

13• MR~ SHAPAR; Sirice this is copied from the 

14proposed F~d~ral Bule, what is the result under the ruler 

15 Tony? 

16 MR ... COTTER: I· don• t understand the question •. 

17 MR. BlCKWIT: The question is, under this rule do 

18 you want tb provide that the Board can say, have an informal 

19exchange of documents, have a conference and ask your 

20questions at that informal conference, and ~fter it's over 

21 that we're satisfied that that does it in terms of what 

22parties are seeking prior to the trial, that's it? 

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Tom, ; thought I heard you 

24make a motion that I'd be glad to second. 

25 COMMISSIONER ROBEBTS: What's that? 
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:: Didn 1 t you say write the 

2 memo after all.? 

COMMISSIONER BOB;ERTS :· No, that was Chilk· •. 

(Laughter.) 

MR. BICKWIT: Thanks, Sam. 
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3 

4 

5 

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:. I think that does bring up a 

7 point, that we. were just going to hear yours and not debate 

8. it. 

9 

10 

(Laughter.} 

~R. BICKWIT~ And then I have only one other, if I 

1tcan find it. On page 14, the last sentence in the fiist 

12 paragraph says~, "Howeve.i;, the Commission expects that 

13 Licens~ng Boards will carefully scrutinize interrogatory 

14 requests which are objected to by other part~es in a timely 

15 manner a·nd· may well impose numerical· 1.imits on 

16 interrogatories in the appropriate circumstances~,. 

17 I thin~ it's the Commission's intent that, even in 

18 the absence of any objections.by the parties~ numerical 

19 limits may be imposed on interrogatories. And if that's the 

20case~ then I think you want to put a period after "manner" 

21 and strike "and" and have a new sentence that says, "Boards 

22may also impose numerical limits on interrogatories in the 

23 appropriate circumstances." 

24 But where the Commission is on that limitation on 

25interrogatories, I'm not entirely clear. So I think that's 
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1 another matter that has to be dealt with. 

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Is the problem for the 

3 rule as it stands now for the staff to require of other 

4 parties_ to put interrogatories, to· put ihterroga tories to 

5 other parties? 

66 

6 MR. BICKWIT: The way the rule reads~ the existing 

7.law is not disturbed on that question. And our best reading 

Bof the existing law is ·that, probably the staff cannot do 

9- that. 

10 

11 

12 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD~ Cannot? 

HR. BICKWIT: Y~ah. 

MR •. SHAPAR: I bet you. could go back and l.ook for 

1aten years and. you could never find an interrogatory like 

14 that from the staff. 

15 

16 do that. 

17 

MR. ROSEN-THAL: They would be very. 'ill. ad vised. to 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: To put it another way, can 

18the Applicant pose an interrogatory to an Intervenor or vice 

19 versa that --

20 MR. BICKWIT~ ·That asksj do an alternative 

21 analysis? I don't think so. 

22 MR. SHAPAR: He can't ~ake him create work they 

23 haven• t done. 

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: How about the "why didn•t 

25 you" type? 
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1 MR. SHAPAR: I guess they can, and continue to do 

2 so •. 

3 

4 

MR. COTTER1 I think that's correct. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You say they can ask the 

·5 question, why didn't you do so? And the answer might be 

6because they didn't think it was appropriate. 

7 MR. COTTER: If it was objected to, it would be a 

8 tough- question for the presiding officer to look at. But we 

~specifically considered this, because when Harold put in. his 

10·proposai it was writte~ as you see it now. And I for a time 

11 considered putting it in the rules of general applicability 

12 in the .740 • s, and then did not do so, on the theory that 

1~the burden of proof -- the argument that was persuasive to 

14me ~as th~ burd•ncof proof was on the Applicant. and not the 

15 staff •. 

1.6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Will one effect of this if 

17·it is approved be to derive those kind of interrogatories 

18 from the· staff to the Applicant? 

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Frankly, for myself I'm not 

20concerned about that. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25.the staff. 

MR. COTTER: That's speculative, but I doubt it. 

MR. SHAPAR: We'd.have to wait and see. 

MR~ BICKWIT: The "why didn'~ you" question. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: My concern really goes to 
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2 your questions, ten? ·I think it would be worth writing a 

3 memo,, and I would think it woul.d also be helpful if you 

68 . 

4 could- indicate how the wording would be changed if we.want~d 

5 to go one way ·and how- the- w.ording woul.d be if we wanted to 

6·go the other· way. 

7 

a 

MR. BICKWIT:. Fine. 

CHAIRMAN· PALLADINO: Otherwise-, we might have to 

9 go through two iterations. This way when the revised 

10 version comes out those questions could be highlighted and 

11 gi've us a choice. 

12: MR~ SHAPAR: And that'll teach- you to raise points-

13 like this at the last- minute. 

14 

15 

16-table? 

17 

18 

19 

(Laughter.c) 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Any other items on the 

{No response.) -

Thank you, and we'll stand adjourned. 

(Wheretipon, ~t 11:35 a.m., the meeting was 

20 adjourned.) 

21 * * 

22 

23 

. 24 

25 
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